
Today’s applications run on highly distributed infrastructure, all their components are in 
constant flux and are complex to monitor. Understanding the availability and performance 
of critical services and the customer experiences they represent is more important than 
ever. Always on and always responsive is the baseline expectation of customers and any 
deviation can erode customer satisfaction or in the worst case loss of customers.
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Solution Highlights

FLEXIBLE OBSERVABILITY

Monitor Websites, APIs, Uptime, and Content with Splunk’s Rigor suite of tools. Easy, web-based 
configuration does not require programming or scripting knowledge. Choose from many global 
locations to measure availability and performance from the perspective of end-users. Private 
locations can be configured for internal web assets.

BEST PRACTICES FOR OPTIMIZATION

Splunk’s Rigor include hundreds of best practices and Google’s Lighthouse Performance Scoring. Not 
only will defects and performance issues be identified, in most cases suggestions to remediate are 
provided. Tests can initiated from configurable mobile and desktop virtual devices.

DASHBOARDS AND REPORTING

OOTB Dashboards provide the basic views for Executive and Operations personas and custom 
dashboards can be created with a web-based, no programming required interface. Custom  
reports can be configured in a similar fashion.

Whitlock Value Accelerator-WEB is a rapid time 
to value web monitoring and optimization bundle. 
VA-WEB includes everything necessary to deliver 
value: best practices, best-of-breed technology, 
and expert implementation.

ValueAccelerator-WEB
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Four Easy Steps To Get Started

Contact info@whitlockis.com today to get started. It begins with a simple  
discovery call to understand your needs and provide an overview of relevant  
solution capabilities.

1

Participate in a WhitlockIS ValueFirst workshop to capture organizational goals/objectives, 
required capabilities, consumers, and expected value to ensure the investment aligns with 
business goals and outcomes are well understood – in business terms.

2

Whitlock’s expert consultants will deliver the deployment and configuration of the 
solution according to the output from the workshop. Expect an as-built walkthrough 
and as-configured documentation when completed. The VA-WEB solution starts at  
60k Browser Tests, 30k API Tests, and 60k Uptime Tests, but can scale to any size.

3

Enjoy the white glove treatment from WhitlockIS TotalCare to answer any questions, 
help out with further configuration, and act as the point of contact for any support 
issues that may arise.

4

The Whitlock ValueAccelerator-WEB lets the experts handle all of the work needed  
to plan, implement, and support a next generation infrastructure monitoring system. 
It starts with a proven, project methodology, WhitlockIS ValueFirst, to ensure business 
goals and objectives are clearly defined and realized. Next, Whitlock’s expert delivery 
team will deploy and configure the solution. Finally, WhitlockIS TotalCare will provide 
support and guidance to drive and expand ongoing solution value.
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